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Recommendations
from the AIA/SEI Workshop

on Research Advances
Required for Real-Time Software Systems

In the 1990s

AMbeamct: The Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) and the Software Engineering Insti-
to (SEI) sponsored a workshop to facilitate clear communication between the Implemen-
tors of future software-critical large systems and the professionals who sponsor or perform
software-related research. The workshop was held at the SEO in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
on September 13-14, 1989. At the workshop, a representative group of designers of major
upcoming software systems discussed among themselves and with representatives of the
research community the areas of software system technology that require research ad-
vanoes to successfully Implement these systems. The results of the discussions are sum-
marized in this report.

1. Introduction

The Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) has Identified a number of technologies critical to future
space and defense systems. These technologies cover a range of disciplines, including material
sciences, optics, semiconductors, propulsion systems, and advanced software. The strategy adopted
by the AIA Aerospace Technical Council for the development of these technologies is based on
government, industry, and academia working together to develop new concepts, increase produc-
tivity, and reduce the time to transfer technology from research to practice.

Considering the ever-increasing use of digital coTputers throughout all aspects of life, from com-
merce, to Industry, to defense, it is not surprising that software technology is one of the most critical
components in the AlA Key Technologies for the 1990s Program. Future challenges for software
technology include building software systems with significantly increased requirements in areas
having descriptions such as:

"* large scale
"* high performance
"• distributed
"* real-time
"* embedded
"* ultra reliable
"* multi-level secure
"* rapidly adaptable
"* parallel

A vigorous, sustained research effort is essential to provide the skill base, tools, and methodologies
needed to satisfy the software requirements of space and defense systems. Concurrently, it is neces-
sary to direct existing or new research efforts toward the needs of the aerospace industry, and to
devise a plan for effective technology transition from the research laboratories to actual industrial
practice.
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The effective use by industry of well-directed software research efforts is an objective of the Software
Engineering Institute (SEQ). The SEI joined with the AIA to sponsor a workshop to facilitate clear
communication between the implementors of future software-critical large systems and the profes-
sionals who sponsor or perform software-related research. The workshop was held at the SEI in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on September 13-14, 1989. At the workshop, a representative group of
designers of major upcoming software systems discussed among themselves and with represen-
tatives of the research community the areas of software system technology that require research
advances to successfully Implement these systems. The results of the discussions are summarized
in this report, which is being published by the SEI as a guide for forming and directing software
research efforts in the nation.
To focus the discussion, *Parallel and Distributed Systems" was selected as the theme for the meet-
ing because this area appears to be critical to all future software-based aerospace applications. Most
workshop activity took place In small discussion groups. The workshop began with a short plenary
session to set the stage for the discussions and ended with a plenary session at which the conclu-
sions of each group were presented to all participants.

Technical representatives from AIA member companies presented concepts, requirements, and criti-
cal technology issues in future product or application areas. These presentations were conducted in
parallel - one for each discussion group, six presentations altogether - as a starting point for the
discussions. The presentation topics were:

1. Ultra-Reliable Underwater Vehicle
2. Fail-Safe Air Traffic Control
3. C2 Systems Design Challenge
4. Ultra Low-Cost Brilliant Weapons Systems
5. Long-Life, Affordable Space Systems
S. Development of Integrated Avionics

The discussions of each group were not constrained to match closely the topic of the application
example in the presentation, but were largely determined by each group at the time.

Participation in the workshop was by invitation only, based on lists compiled by the AIA Embedded
Computer Software Committee and the SEI. The AIA committee provided the names of a represen-
tative set of persons in the aerospace industry who are engaged in the design of large complex
systems. The SEI provided the names of a representative set of persons from the software research
community and the government organizations that sponsor such research. In addition, each discus-
sion group was supported by two members of the SEI technical staff, one serving as a participant and
the other as report contributor. The names of the workshop attendees are listed in Appendix A.

Summaries of the six discussion groups' conclusions and recommendations are provided in Chapters
2 through 7. In Chapter 8, the issues and recommendations common to the six discussion groups
are presented in summary form. Chapter 9 presents a general conclusion.
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2. Ultra-Reliable Underwater Vehicle Group:
Conclusions and Recommendations

This group discussed the software requirements for an ultra-reliable underwater vehicle. A typical
mission scenario, a description of ocean physical characteristics, and an overview of generic mission
phases were presented. The following primary vehicle requirements were discussed:

"* reliability
"* data storage and retrieval
"• power consumption
"* size and weight
"* computational throughput
- command and control

The following list of initial suggested research topics was presented:

"* obstacle avoidance (algorithms or heuristics)
"* acoustic signal analysis
"* sensor data compression and playback
"* large database access mechanisms
"* fault tolerant software
"* software architecture
"* hardware to be replaced with software
" serial sensors/actuators Interconnect

Four major categories of issues were discussed:

1. education
2. the process of creating and maintaining a system (especially the software)
3. the technical nature in the domain of the discussed system
4. domain-specific technical items

The ordering of the topics in subsequent sections has no special significance. Also, all issues are
reported whether or not there was a final recommended solution.

2.1. Education

This section contains issues associated with the interaction between industry and academia. They
usually have differing points of view and approaches. Also, they sometimes differ on what they think
the problems are. Each has its own set of valid issues; however, there is a large set of gaps and
barriers.

Imues:

"* The interaction between academia and Industry Is very spotty and sometimes conten-
tious. There are differing points of view, approaches, and opinions on what the problems
are. Both academia and industry have valid problems, but there are gaps and barriers
between the two groups.

"* There is no good, general-purpose mechanism for distributing technology and ideas to
researchers.
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* Academia trains engineers to compete with each other, but industry needs team mern-
be•.

2.2. Process

This section contains issues that address the actual software development process: system design,
implementation, and maintenance, and management of all three.

term:

"* The current system design approach of hardware first will not work for the more complex
systems desired in the future, i.e., a "systems" approach is needed (Osoftware first" will
not work either).

"* Standard algorithm and Interface building blocks do not exist or are hard to find.
"• In current system building, real-time requirements are not treated as importantly as func-

tional requirements.
"• More comprehensive tools for configuration management version control are needed.
"* The normal technology evolutionary path takes too long (17-19 years).
"* There are several problems in both the Department of Defense (DoD) and Industry with

the current procurement mechanisms:

* The wrong metrics (e.g., lines of code) are used to measure progress.
"The current acquisition practice is geared toward the types and sizes of systems

procured in the 1960s and will not scale up for the systems envisioned for the
future.

0 Money instead of system development is managed.

Usually the people organization is tied to software architecture or vice versa, which
makes it difficult to effectively change one without changing the other.

"* Tools that help the current approach to code generation are not enough; code generation
is just part of the entire problem.

"* Technology insertion (idea to application) and transfer are often difficult or impossible
due to commercial competition issues.

Recommendations:

* Develop a software analog to the very large-scale integration (VLSI) research process
that moves the technology into standard practice in the 10-year time frame the way the
very high-speed integrated circuits (VHSIC) program does. The VHSIC program pro-
duced a great deal of good research, but the transition suffered because of the lack of an
application to demonstrate the technology. Therefore, an abstraction of an application is
required to provide a framework in which to present the technology. This abstraction can
come in various forms:

"* a single abstraction (for research by a single group) that can then be disseminated
to other researchers for further work

"* a framework for a widespread set of research - cooperative research over multi-
organizations

An example of an abstraction is multiple autonomous platforms performing cooperative
tasks, which could be:
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"* several underwater vehicles
"• several robots in a laboratory
"* a group of software engineering students writing a single piece of software
"• multiple subcontractors building a big widget

The framework itself should have the following attributes:

"* a process-based set of models/structures for architectures or configurations of
components

"* instructions on how to build the framework and how to use (including evolve) it
"* a set of stategies or rules describing how to use and evaluate the model
"* a mechanism for modifying both the architectures and strategies
"• dissemination capability

Framework selection criteria should Include:

"• reliability measurement
• real-time constraints measurements
"* use of standard interfaces
"* degree of technology insertion
"• software extensibility
"• amount of hardware and software required for implementation

Additional research topics related to this framework approach include:

"* Investigation/development of framework(s) that support the abstraction, for ex-
ample:

"* layered architecture
"* International Standards Organization Open Systems Interconnection

(ISO OSI)
"* real-time blackboard systems

"• development of strategies and rules for using the framework, for example:

"* hardware first versus software first versus concurrent design
"* sorting out interaction of system requirements (e.g., go beyond freezing one

variable at a time)
"* how to model a framework so that "what if" changes can be investigated
"* a design for software extensibility

2.3. Technology
This section presents a set of technology issues that need to be researched to successfully imple-
ment an ultra-reliable underwater vehicle. Additionally, recommendations are developed that are
aimed at accomplishing the technology research objectives.

Issues:

The following areas are not sufficiently well understood to accomplish the implementation of the

vehicle discussed:
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"* uncertainty and decision making under a problem domain
"* online planning - shipboard, in route, getting back, on-vehicle mission replanning
"• low-level adaptive control
"• rule-based systems - deterministic, probabilistic, and non-deterministic
"* coordinated vehicles (multiple control points) - both asynchronous and synchronous
"• security and safety
"* reliability and fault tolerance
"* cost/space tradeoffs
"• sensor/data fusion
"* data compression/filtering versus raw bits

Recommendations:

"* Emphasize horizontal research with multi-disciplined teams. This should include hori-
zontal funding of multi-organizational, multi-disciplined teams involving government, in-
dustry, and universities, and both basic research and more applied research using a
problem application and framework described previously. The applied research would
stress integration of basic research topics In the application and be directed toward cre-
ating a demonstration system, not a product. This will help prove that various separate
technologies interact in a supportive manner.

"* Develop infrastructure mechanisms to share information locally and nationally. This
could be accomplished with a national data repository that could be developed using
existing infrastructures. The national data repository should be viewed as a national
asset and probably be protected as such.

The following is the developed list of computer engineering research topics that are required to ad-
vance the state of the art to meet the requirements of an ultra-reliable underwater vehicle:

"* fault tolerance
"• vehicle online planning
"• adaptive control
"* data compression
"* rule-based systems

2.4. Domain-Specific Research Areas

This section addresses the issues associated with the need for computer engineers knowledgeable
concerning the science and engineering of underwater vehicles and who can thus be productive
when employed by industry.

Issues:

"* Graduate computer engineers are not knowledgeable in the basic fields of science and
mathematics.

"* Even fewer are educated in the field of oceanography and its related domains.
"* Most cannot communicate their work in written form.

Recommendations:

* Develop a curriculum that educates computer engineers within the context of ultra-
reliable underwater vehicles so that they will understand that computational systems are
"a means to an end, not just an end in themselves."
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* Develop a curriculum that educates computer engineers in the skills of oral and written
communication.
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3. Fail-Safe Air Traffic Control Group:
Conclusions and Recommendations

The general problem identified by this working group Is that industry cannot produce testable, reliable,
affordable, and sustainable systems. The specific problems identified fall into the following four
areas: process, performance and reliability, culture/people, and transition.

3.1. Process

Iee0e8:

" The people who do the high-level requirements definition typically do not do the require-
ments definition for the lower level subsystems. As a result there is little or no consis-
tency of approach, and there Is no assurance that the subsystems will work well with
each other. Testing becomes combinatoric, but with luck and a heroic effort spread over
many months, the system might be made to work. The resulting system Is nearly un-
maintainable.

"• The attempt to achieve consistency by putting the requirements definition under configu-
ration control actually has the opposite effect. It becomes so painful to modify the re-
quirements that changes are instead made to a derived requirements specification that is
not under configuration control.

"* Although software is at least a couple of orders of magnitude more complex than
hardware the architectural discipline applied to the latter is not applied to the forr ier.
There is a misconception that software is easier to change.

"• There are not enough suitable methodologies or tools that help with the design and
implementation of parallel systems. Although the academic community is working on this
problem, the efforts need better focus and applied research in real architectures.

Recommendations:

o When bidding a system, provide a budget for making the product "testable."

3.2. Performance and Reliability
Issues:

"* There is no way to validate that a system meets a specified reliability requirement.
"* Although there is a major need for a theory of reliability or dependability, academic

researchers have a difficult time developing one because of the lack of data made avail-
able from industry. The academics need to be involved in the design process to collect
these data.

"* System reliability is hard to test because of the difficulty of injecting errors realistically.
Building tests into the delivered system may actually make the system less reliable be-
cause of increased complexity.

"* Systems are not instrumented to provide information about their performance and
reliability as they operate. This is somewhat like trying to fly an airplane with no instru-
ments. These runtime metrics should be a part of the system requirements and not
"overhead," but they are usually not a deliverable under the contract.

SEI-SB-SR-18 9



"* Even if systems were instrumented, metrics of performance and reliability need to be
developed. Where the performance or reliability of a component of a system can be
measured, it seldom says anything about the performance or reliability of the system as
a whole.

"* Since there are no good metrics, there is no way to determine the tradeoffs between
performance and reliability, and other factors such as time to develop, final cost, weight,
power consumption, etc.

Recommendations:

* Design methodologies and tools to support "design for testability" for software reliability
and performance. This would be at both the requirements analysis level and the system
design level.

* Bootstrap current visualization techniques for software instrumentation. Use this and
other instrumentation to develop models of reliability and performance prediction and
validation. Instrumentation must be left in the delivered product to facilitate reliability and
performance measurement.

* Using metrics developed above, provide a means of determining the tradeoffs between
performance and reliability and other quantifiable characteristics of a system such as
memory usage and power consumption.

3.3. Culture/People
Issues:

* Software designers are not involved in the design process early enough. The domain
experts view software designers as members of a "priesthood." The software designers
attempt to interpret the experts view of the field with various degrees of success.

* Academic research usually has a unidimenslonal thrust. It is easier to get results by
holding every dimension but one of an experiment constant. The bean-counting ap-
proach to academic promotion contributes to this. Real-world problems are often much
more multidimensional.
The people who begin a major aerospace project are seldom the ones who finish it.
There Is a high turnover and a loss of continuity. This is due to both project duration and
to the periodic assignment of "specialists."

Recommendations:

"* Set up reward structures that encourage Industry to "pull" in new technology and the
academic community to "push" their results. An In-house individual should be respon-
sible for pulling technology into the company.

"* Encourage academic researchers to publish their results in applicable trade journals as
well as professional journals.

"* Reward academic researchers for multidimensional research and discourage unidimen-
sional research.

10 SEI-89-SR-18



3.4. Transition

louos:
* Aerospace developers do not have time to keep up with academic developments. They

are so driven by schedules that they are lucky to keep up with trade journals. This
makes it difficult for them to learn about developments that might be useful to their sys-
tem development efforts.

* There are major barriers to reuse of software:

"* Technical - "design for reusability and retrieval techniques are immature.
"* Cultural - the so called not-Invented-here attitude.
"* Liability - if a lawsuit is brought involving a system with reusable components, who

is legally exposed?
"* Legal - it is difficult to share software among different contracts.
"* Greed - the opportunity to make more money by reinventing the wheel.

Because of tight specifications such as maximum memory or power consumption, there
is a tendency not to reuse a piece of software that does more than is needed because of
the possible waste of resources.
Universities are not good at disseminating their technology to industry. The model of a
professor starting a company to do the transition has two difficulties: 1) it effectively
takes the researcher out of the research business; and 2) such companies have a dismal
history of success.
No individual involved with a project is held accountable for Implementing advanced
technical changes. There are no incentives to keep up with the latest research results,
much less to use them. On the contrary, this introduces risk, which is anathema to
aerospace engineers and managers.

Recommendations:

* Establish working partnerships between industry and academia early enough to capi-
talize on new and current research:

* Use the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) and the Aerospace Industries Associ-
ation (AIA) as a catalyst for establishing partnerships.

* Tie the partnership to a specific technical domain rather than to a specific system
or project.
I Involve multiple participants in the partnerships, not just a single industry-
academic pair.

"* Identify and use, as a foundation, research that already exists. For instance, capitalize
on the emerging theory of scheduling to derive subsystem-level design.

"* Use the SEI to aid in identifying and disseminating appropriate technology. Ensure that
there is a feedback loop between industry and academia.

"* Develop standards and a demonstrable prototype capability that may be incorporated in
products.

SEI-W4R-18 11
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4. C2 Systems Design Challenge Group:
Conclusions and Recommendations

Command and control (C2) Is defined as the exercise of authority and direction by a properly desig-
named commander over assigned forces In the accomplishment of the mission. Typical large C2

systems are widespread and deep with respect to their functions and connectivity, spanning a range
of services and can be international is scope. The systems are heavily software and data intensive,
real-time, secure with massive amounts of data principally received from sensors and communication
elements. A major C2 challenge is developing affordable systems while meeting ever Increasing
requirements. These requirements often conflict, complicating the design and degrading the perfor-
mance. An example of this dilemma is the conflict between an open system and the security needed
to protect the system. The challenge Is to find the right balance that meets system requirements at
minimum cost.

4.1. Conceptualizing Large Complex Systems

ham:
"* There are no notations available for adequately describing the large complex systems of

the 1990s. In addition, there are no techniques that allow the system designer to think
about and manipulate the system as an abstract object, i.e., there are no early life-cycle
thought tools.

"* There Is no approach for software tradeoff analysis. There are no criteria for partitioning
a system between hardware and software (as In trading software for special purpose
hardware).

Recommendations:

* Develop a new level of abstraction, one that can encompass and characterize a system
(the properties of systems, how they interact, and how they are manipulated).

* Develop a theory for dealing with the decomposition and recomposition of systems (a
theory of composability). Develop techniques and tools to study system Integration.

"• Develop a means for studying the different system aspects In an integrated manner.
"* Develop approaches for insuring the application of concepts across a large system in a

consistent manner.
"* Develop techniques and tools to model subsystems and systems.
"* Develop techniques for performing software tradeoff analysis across functionality, perfor-

mance, openness, and trustworthiness.

4.2. Requirements Generation
Saues:

* Requirements in specifications get detailed too quicidy, lacking sufficient presentation of
the operational requirements of the system. Designers need a good understanding of
the intended operational usage of the system.

SEI-•9.SR-18 13



"* Current functional approaches to requirements generation result in fragmentation. There
are no good techniques for achieving traceability of requirements, clean partitioning of
requirements, and determining the feasibility of requirements. Plus, functional require-
merits do not map well into object oriented design approaches.

"* Time and performance requirements are not adequately expressed and even when ex-
pressed, are not readily testable, and most certainly cannot be verified.

RwiommewWdaons:

"* Develop formal languages for specifying requirements and techniques for verifying re-
quirements. This needs to go beyond simply verifying that the formal requirements are
consistent among themselves. It must begin to address the correctness of the require-
ments In stronger terms: do the requirements solve the user's problem?

"• Develop techniques and tools for generating requirements. In particular, approaches for
the specification of time and performance requirements are critical. Another critical
aspect of this problem are techniques that help In the the distribution of timing require-
ments over a distributed system.

"* Develop techniques to measure, test, and verify performance.
"* Investigate the applicability of object-oriented design approaches to distributed real-time

systems.
"• Develop techniques to incorporate time Into object-oriented requirements and design.

4.3. Software Management Process

"* The software management process is based on the wrong model. Software is developed
the way hardware used to be. It Is designed, built, tested, and maintained. Unfor-
tunately, due to the pliable nature of software, design is never finished, building goes on
as long as the software is used, testing never finds all the problems, and maintenance
starts with the the first line of code.

"* The software Industry is using 1960s technology to develop systems for the 1990s and
beyond.

"* Software engineers are undercapitalized (tools, methods, etc.).
"• There is Insufficient automated support for the software management process.

Recommendatlons:

"* Identify and test new models for the software development process.
"• Evaluate the impact of prototyping on the software life cycle.
"* Consolidate existing software research into a usable form and transition this information

to industry.
"* Provide incentives to the software industry to provide the tools needed for more produc-

tive software engineers.
"* Define a standard set of software metrics. Then use these metrics to develop a set of

management tools.
"* Integrate these management tools into software development environments.
"* Educate people about the real cost of making changes in delivered software.

14 SEI-89-SR-18



4.4. Integrating Disparate Attributes

Isses:

Large systems increasingly require interactive attributes that frequently conflict with each
other (e.g., security and openness). There needs to be a means to integrate the attri-
butes of these subsystems smoothly across the entire system. Some sample attributes
incude:

"• performance (real-time, throughput, response time, etc.)
* reliability (availability)
"• security (muldt-level security)
"• openness (standards)

These attributes can interact in subtle and unexpected ways. The solution to this prob-
lem must involve development processes, software tools, and methods. One additional
difficulty with this problem is the traditional research view of looking vertically (deep) into
one particular specialty. whereas, a more horizontal view of research is required to look
across all the required system attributes.

Recommendldons:

" Step I (within one domain) =3 a case study cookbook for the domain

- Collect an experience database, collect historical records of project development,
survey existing approaches

* Perform domain analysis

* Log system engineer's lessons learned
o Establish a vocabulary
* Understand the simulations of the domain

" Step 2 (still within one domain) -> moving from an art to a science

e Analyze and synthesize the experience
* Develop a theory and models to express the domain
* Develop tools for manipulating the theory and models
* Use advanced simulation techniques for studying the system

"* Step 3 -> begin to generalize across multiple domains to evolve a true theory of systems

4.5. Automated Development Environment

Issues:
* The development of the large complex systems of tomorrow is very difficult given the

current way of doing business. There is a general lack of automated software generation
aids in industry today. Every line is written anew. What is needed is a revolutionary
software development environment that integrates the entire '3oftware life cycle. Such an
environment might look like the one in Figure 4-1:

SEI--SR-18 15
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Rsomunendmtlons:

"* Define a framework for merging different modules shown above.
"* Develop individual components of the integrated environment shown above.
"* Define a framework for extending the environment shown above.

4.6. Software Reuse

"* It Is difficult to separate the discipline and management problems of reuse from the
technology and research problems.

"* There are no standards governing the interfaces across reusable components.
"* There Is a significant overhead to creating reusable software. Adding the obscurities of

software data rights creates a business environment that Is not conducive to the creation
and application of reusable software.

Rommnendtlons:

"* Collect feedback on actual reuse experiences to identify the real problem areas.
"* Develop techniques for Identifying potentially reusable parts.
"* Develop a framework for integrating components. This framework can then be evolved

Into a standard.
"* Clarify the software data rights problems. Provide Incentives to industry to move toward

Increased reuse.

4.7. Testing and Verification

Isues:
* The functional testing of large, distributed, real-time systems is extremely difficult The

addition of timing and performance requirements compounds the problem. Testing is
currently used to "verify" systems, not by preference, but because the only alternative,
formal verfication, Is not possible for real systems. What is needed Is the ability to verify
designs, not code. The leverage comes from eliminating errors before they become
code, rather than verifying that the code Is incorrect.

Recommendations:

"* Develop techniques that allow designs to be verified. This reduces to determining how
formality can be applied earlier in the life cycle (i.e., much earlier than the code state-
ment level) and encompasses the development of formal design and specification lan-
guages.

"* Develop techniques and tools that make verification viable for large real systems.
"* Develop a theory for testing distributed systems.
"* Develop techniques that capture the "ilities" (reliability, enhanceability, security, etc.) in a

way that can be tested.
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4.8. Database Technology

"* There is a lack of effeceve data consistency, concurrency, and synchronization for distri-
buted, rel-time data•e systems.

"• There is poor incorporatlon of tirnmbmed data Into the database.
"* The performance of eisdting datebase technology is not good enough for the systems of

tomorrow.

Reom v -&emmn wte
"• Develop temporal database.
"* Develop object-orened databases.
"* Develop a theory of approximate query response.
"* Develop techniques that allow the Integration of semantic information Into database sys-

tems.

4.9. DIstributed Real-Time Resource Management

Iesues:
" There Is no distributed real-time operating system over heterogeneous machines.
"* The currently mandated language does not support distributed code.
" No techniques exist for the specification and verification of real-time properties of sys-

tems.

Rseommwenatlons:

"* Develop a theoretical basis for multi-resource scheduling.
"* Develop techniques and principles to support construction of distributed, real-time sys-

tens.

4.10. COTS Interoperability

Issues:

"* Incompatibility between commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS) forces much of the
existing computational resources to be consumed in simply making diverse machines
and software talk to one another.

RecommendatIons:

"* Define a binary standard to achieve bit-level data compatibility (data Interchange
standard).

"* Define a standard interface between computers.
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4.11. Defects in the Acquisition Process
Iomw•

"* There are defects in the research and development (R&D) funding process. There is a
definite lack of long term direction in R&D funding. What should the funding priorities
be? Who should set the funding priorities? Who should get funding (university versus
industry versus MITRE-style organizations)?

"* One specific defect stems from the reluctance of acquisition agents to "sign-off" on any
software-related item until the code is available and tested.

"* How can the research community be encouraged to address the problems that are most
urgent for industry?

Recommendatlons:

"* Stabilize long-term funding for basic research.
"• Develop techniques and tools that will give acquisition agents the confidence that early

life-cycle products are acceptable and correct; educate acquisition agents to accept
these verification techniques.

* Educate acquisition agents about the advantages of evolutionary development and
delivery (i.e., that every system Is *incomplete" at delivery and is continually changing
over time).

* Develop a cooperative interface between government, Industry, and academia, one that
allows academia to receive Input from Industry and Industry to more readily access and
apply the results from academia.
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5. Ultra Low-Cost Brilliant Weapons Systems Group:
Conclusions and Recommendations

This group organized discussions around the following key areas:

"* Paradigms - How are the problem space and solution space viewed?
" Ufe Cycle - What are the steps to solving the problem?
"* Tools - How can the steps in software development, use, and maintenance be auto-

mated?
"* Databases - What database technologies can be applied to the development of opera-

tional systems?
"* Industry/Funding Agency Objectives - What is the role of the industry/funding agency?

The following sections contain the issues and recommendations for each of these key areas.

5.1. Paradigms

Issues:
"* Current paradigms do not adequately support real-time distributed and parallel process-

ing system needs. For example, existing design paradigms such as functional decom-
position, data flow, data structure, and object orientation are inadequate in representing
large-scale real-time systems.

"* New ways of looking at large real-time distributed systems design problems are needed
that require "lateral thinking,* better abstractions, separation of concern, and manage-
ment of complexity.

"* A standardization of paradigms needs to be developed, disseminated, and put into prac-
tice.

Recommendations:

* Elucidate the problems using paradigms.
• Demonstrate the usefulness of the paradigms by showing that they scale up to large

systems, map onto real problems, and can become automated tools to enhance produc-
tivity.

* Reduce total application risk by the rigorous application of paradigms.
* Provide a metrics to compare the utility of alternate paradigms.

5.2. Life Cycle

Issues:

* Software is an integral component of a system and must be treated on the same level
and with the same importance as hardware throughout the life cycle of the system.

* Software requirements are often unknown in the early stages of system development
and are not usually specified in the system requirements. This leads to many un-
answered questions. Is there a sufficient requirements model? How do system require-
ments map to software requirements? How are software partitioning decisions derived?
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* The current life-cycle paradigms may not adequately address the needs of large-scale
real-time systems. What Is the appropriate life-cycle paradigm? Are software life-cycle
paradigms different from system or hardware life-cycle paradigms? If so, how are they
different?

Recommendations:

"• Investigate what is needed in the area of software archeology, i.e., what Is successful,
what Is not, and why. There is a wealth of data pertaining to this but the data are often
not comparable. When they are, they have not been correlated to extract useful infor-
mation.

"* Develop better ways of estimating software costs and schedules for large-scale systems.
"* Develop requirements traceability methods throughout the life cycle of the system.

5.3. Tools

loanus:

"* Tools should support automation of chosen design methodologies and practices; they
should not dictate which methodology or practice to employ.

"* Tools should be integrated into the system at all levels of the system life cycle and be
capable of supporting large-scale systems.

"* Tools should be used for processes that are well understood.
"* The current state of practice requires heavy capital investment and is not market or

demand driven. Computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools have been oversold
and are not at a mature level.

Recommendations:

"* Standardize methodologies to make tools practical and useful in large real-time systems.
"* Develop paradigms for program generation tools used in code development and testing.
* Develop tools to capture past systems design experiences and perform forward and

reverse engineering.
* Develop evaluation criteria to quantify the benefits of tools to assess the cost and bene-

fits of the tools.

5.4. Databases

Issues:

"* Software development necessitates traceability of data objects throughout the life cycle
of software. This implies the need for a data object descriptions database.

"* Configuration management techniques are needed to handle large software systems that
may be highly distributed. Also, security levels and protection mechanisms must exist.

"* Operational software systems need to address the problems of distributed databases.
The question of how to best distribute the data must be answered, for example, file
server model versus distributed data model. Other areas of concern are data replication,
consistency, and senescence.
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Recommendations:

"* Provide object databases that maintain the integrity of the data object and software inter-
faces during software development.

"• Orient the database research to address real-time performance issues as well as opera-
tional data integrity and fault tolerance.

5.5. Industry/Funding Agency Objectives

Issue:

* The industry/funding agency should help define and agree on case studies and test
cases to present to researchers and also should better classify the problem domains.

Recommendations:

* Maximize the competitive spirit among researchers and create a high return on Invest-
ment for research money. The apparent success of the Gordon Bell awards for parallel
algorithms is an excellent example.
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6. Long-Life, Affordable Space Systems Group:
Conclusions and Recommendations

This working group identified key problems associated with building space systems, particularly in
areas In which successful research would have to be performed to ensure the timely and economical
development of future space systems. A set of criteria for evaluating the utility of performing research
In the selected areas was developed, and each research area was evaluated against these criteria.

The following sections present the major issues identified and the recommendations offered by the
working group, a set of criteria used to evaluate proposed research areas, and the results of the
working group's evaluation.

6.1. Predicting and Validating System Correctness
Issues:

* In nearly all cases, once a space system is deployed there is no mechanism for retriev-
ing the system to make corrections to the operational system. Therefore, it is imperative
that the correctness of the space system be known prior to Its deployment.

Recommendations:

* Perform research in the areas of predictability and validation with the goal of developing
methods and tools in support of a systematic approach to predicting the correctness of a
space system prior to the system's deployment Such methods and tools would be used
to validate the functional and performance correctness of the system and should be
applicable to all phases of system development, from requirements specification to cer-
tification.

6.2. Autonomous Operations

Issues:
• A deployed space system must be able to survive and continue operation in the

presence of both hardware and software failures. The current trend is toward an
"operate through" philosophy, which requires increasingly sophisticated and autonomous
on-board failure detection and correction to allow the system to continue performing its
mission at all times regardless of failures.

Recommendations:

* Perform research in the area of autonomous systems with the goal of defining software
and hardware architectures that permit increasing levels of functional fault tolerance
through software and hardware fault tolerance.
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6.3. Evolutionary Systems

IAU":
SSpam systems evolve over time and continue In operational use for 10 to 20 years or
longer. During the operational period, elements (including new spacecraft or ground
proeesing stations) are added to replace failed elements or to Increase functionality.
New and old elements must interoperate. Methods and tools for assessing and rnnmiz-
Ing the impact of proposed changes to systems are ad hoc or altogether lacking.

• Because space systems evolve, the original developers of a system are typically unavail-
able to perform system upgrades or to correct problems. Methods and tools for captur-
ing the original developers rationale for the design and Implementation of system com-
ponents are ad hoc or lacking.

* Space systems tend to be tightly bound to the specific technologies used to implement
them. Thus, it Is typically a very difficult and expensive process to Insert new technol-
ogles Into evolving systems.

Recomlmndatlons:

"• Perform research in the area of evolutionarysystems with the goals of defining software
and hardware architectures conducive to an evolutionary approach to system develop
ment

"* Prescribe a life-cycle model, methods, and tools to support the evolutionary development
of systems.

"* Prescribe methods for evolving systems transparently and on the fly.
"• Define a requirements specification system that would permit a quantitative assessment

of the estimated Impact a change request would have on the areas most difficult to
assess, such as system reliability, revalidation, and cost to incorporate.

6.4. Reusable Components

Issues:
* Reusing previously validated and certified components of space systems would go a

long way toward mitigating the cost and difficulty associated with validating the correct-
ness of a space system prior to Its deployment. Yet there are a number of Issues related
to reuse that must be resolved before reuse can be incorporated into the process of
developing complex space systems.

Recommendations:

"* Perform research in the area ef ý euse with the goals of defining what types of objects can
be reused (e.g., requirements specifications, certified flight code, validation test cases).

"* Define techniques for packaging reusable components (e.g., libraries).
"* Define schemes for acquiring knowledge of and locating reusable components.
"* Prescribe methods and tools for designing and developing systems with eventual reuse

in mind (e.g., domain analysis, specification and design methods).
"* Define methods and tools for capturing the rationale associated with the design and

implementation of system components.
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6.5 System Connectivity

* As SPOc systems employ distributed processor architectures and themselves form part
of even larger space networks, the Issues associated with distributed processing and
distributed databases present even greater challenges to the process of determining the
correctness of a system prior to Its deployment

Rmmmendsvions:

"* Perform research In the area of connectivity with the goals of defining methods and tools
for transparently distributing applications across distributed processors.

"* Define strategies that yield optimal distributions of applications across processors.
"* Define strategies and techniques for performing dynamic reallocation of computing

resources amongst the consumers of the resources.
"* Define strategies and techniques for ensuring that security can be maintained throughout

a network.
"* Define strategies and techniques for managing the use of redundant computing

resources in the event of failures.

6.6. Simulation and Test

"* Simulation and test are currently the predominant methods for determining the correct-
ness of a space system before the system is deployed. But as the complexity of actual
space systems Increases, the ability to determine correctness through simulation and
test becomes progressively more costly and difficult to achieve.

"* At each phase In the system development life cycle, it is becoming increasingly more
costly and difficult to perform verification and validation.

"* At each phase In the system development life cycle, it is becoming increasingly more
costly to correct flaws that were not uncovered in earlier phases.

* Perform research in the areas of simulation and test with the goals of defining a software
simulation and test environment that is accurate to the level of the target instruction set
architecture yet flexible enough to support testing.

9 Define standard simulation systems for complex distributed target architectures and de-
fine standard test management systems.

6.7. Effective Use of Research Resources

loues:

"* The period of time for a major technological change to move from concept to operational
use In a space system is currently anywhere from 10 to 20 years.

"* The organizations responsible for building space systems are not always aware of ap-
plicable research being performed at universities or consortia. Likewise, researchers are
not always aware of the organizations that could potentially benefit from their research.
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"* Define mechanisms for matching suppliers of research and technology with potential
users of such research and technology at both the national and corporate levels.

"* Define mechanisms to widely disseminate positive applications of advanced technologies
as well as the lessons learned from attempting to do so.

"* Define mechanisms for rapidly disseminating knowledge of technological and research
advances.

6.8. Research Area Evaluations

The working group decided upon the following criteria to evaluate the utility of the six research areas
proposed in the previous sections:

"* The probability that applying successful research in this area to the development of fu-
ture space systems would yield shorter system development times than would have been
possible without the research advances (reduced development time). A research area
evaluated against this criteria is assigned a value from high, medium, and low (high
probability, medium probability, low probability).

"* The degree to which research in this area is unique, that is, a measure of the extent to
which research In this area is being performed (uniqueness). A research area evaluated
against this criteria is assigned a value from high, medium, and low (highly unique re-
search area, etc.).

"* The probability that research in this area will be successfully applied to the development
of a real space system (successful transiton). A research area evaluated against this
criteria is assigned a value from high, medium, and low (high probability, medium proba-
bility, low probability).

"* An estimation of the magnitude of the cost required to perform successful research in
this area (coaa). A research area evaluated against this criteria Is assigned a value from

Wih, medium, and low (high cost, medium cost, low cost).
"* The extent to which meaningful research can be performed In this area. This takes into

account both the ability to do meaningful research and the willingness of someone to do
the research (researchale). A research area evaluated against this criteria is assigned
a value from high, medium, and low (highly researchable, etc.).

"* The extent to which successful research in this area will have a positive effect on mission
success (affects mission success). A research area evaluated against this criteria is
assigned a value from high, medium, and low (highly positive effect, etc.).

The results of the evaluation are shown in Figure 6-1. After performing the evaluation, the working
group concluded that all of the research areas were useful, some more than others. As shown in
Figure 6-1, the working group also determined that research in the areas of evolutionary systems,
connectivity, and simulation and test is essential to the future successful development of complex
space systems.
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7. Development of Integrated Avionics:
Conclusions and Recommendations

"This working group discussed issues related to the development of integrated avionics, and divided
the issues and recommendations for Improvement Into five main categories: timing, maintenance,
reliability, security and schedule.

7.1. Timing
As complexity increases, it becomes extremely important to be able to dearly and unambiguously
specify timing requirements. Additionally, real-time systems must be designed by considering timing
requirements and characteristics at the outset.

Issues:

"* Metoods are needed to formalize the management of time In real-time systems. Meth-
ods either do not exist or are not widely known. Formal specification of real-time require-
ments are needed. Analytical methods are needed to understand the timing behavior of
existing applications and to understand and predict the timing behavior of applications
that are being developed.

"* Tools are needed to facilitate the practical application of analytical methods. it Is impor-
tant to be able to raise timing issues as early as possible In the development cycle.
Executable specifications would allow for simulations at a very early stage of the life
cycle. Tools based upon analytical models would enable early analysis and would allow
designers to ask "what-if questions concerning the timing aspects of the system.

"• &Instruenteaion techniques are needed to empirically verify theoretical predictions. In-
strumentation must either be non-intrusive or predictably Intrusive. Instrumentation must
be considered during design, not as an afterthought during testing.

Recommendtuions:

"* Transition the rate monotonic scheduling theory, a wellestablished and growing body of
theory that provides an analytical framework for managing time In real-time systems.
This theory Is being developed at the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) and Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU).

"* Continue to extend the theory to distributed systems.

"* Continue to demonstrate the practical applicability of the theory to actual systems.

"• Develop tools to facilitate its applicability.

7.2. Maintenance
Software systems evolve during development and after deployment. New requirements, a better
understanding of old requirements, and advances in hardware and software technology contribute to
the need to evolve. This system evolution mandates the need for tools and methods to understand
existing systems and to verify the integrity of the modified system.
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tkneU:

" Real-time software enginerfng environments that cater to the incremental development
and maintenance of distributed real-tirne embedded systems are not available. The envi-
ronment that is used by the original developers needs to be available to the maintainer.
The environment must support a formal representation of requirements and a represen-
tatlon of the software artifact that allows it to be analyzed and viewed from various
perspectives. This should Include timing analysis tools, test generation tools, and the
ability to view the artifact at various levels of abstraction textually and graphically. The
environment must support the rapid generation of associated documentation and
traceability through all phases of the life cycle.

"* VeWicagon techniques are needed to guarantee the integrity of the modified system.
Software engineering techniques and methods, such as modularity and information
hiding, need to be employed to Increase the modifiability of systems by localizing the
effects of change, thus preventing the propagation of an error that may have been intro-
duced by an upgrade. Techniques are also needed to verify the timing correctness in
addition to the functional correctness of a modified system when new hardware and/or
software technology Is introduced. Techniques are needed to ensure that tools do not
introduce errors into the the system.

Recommendatlons:

"* Educate practitioners in basic software engineering methods.
* Establish the theoretical foundations that will allow for the construction of a compre-

hensive software engineering environment that supports the development and mainte-
nance of distributed real-time systems.

7.3. Reliability

Reliability of life-critical systems is critical to measure. When systems fail, the failure must be de-
tected, logged, and tolerated.

Ilsues:

* Adequate theory and techniques do not exist for performing quantitative reliability as-
sessment

* Adequate theory and techniques do not exist for the design of reliable systems. General
proofs of correctness are not yet practical to ensure correctness. Extremely compre-
hensive testing is necessary to compensate for the lack of analytical techniques. Tech-
niques are needed to gather data about faults to determine the circumstances and con-
ditions that lead to a particular fault.

Recommendations:

"* Extend and develop theory that allows for the accurate assessment of mean time be-
tween failures.

"* Place an emphasis on establishing classes of faults where specialized knowledge can be
employed to increase reliability and detect and circumvent faults (e.g., in the area of
timing faults, scheduling theory may offer analytically based strategies for fault detection
and correction).
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7.4. Security

Security Is an Issue In both the commercial and military arenas. Protection against Intentional harm
and the scudty of classified data are concerns.

loame:

*Procedures, policies, and techniques are not adequate to prevent computer-related
crime. Techniques for detecting time bombs, viruses, worms, and the like are needed.
Software development and maintenance procedures have to be developed with potential
sabotage In mind when life-critical systems are concerned.

* With a trend toward integrated avionics, the separation of classified and unclassified data
becomes an important issue.

Recommendations:

• Establish a base of theory that leads to a set of criteria for the design and certification of
secure systems.

7.5. Scheduling
The development schedule for real-time systems tends to be difficult to estimate and is frequently too
long.

humus:

"* Better metrics, cost-estimating techniques that are based upon those metrics, and tools
to support the techniques are needed to facilitate the project management aspects of
developing real-time software.

"* Real-time software project management must be able to accommodate rapid prototyping
and Incremental software development

Recommendations:

"• Extend the theoretical foundation for project management.
"• Encourage the creation of associated project management tools to support incremental

development of real-time systems.
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8. Summary of Research Recommendations
A number of cornmon themes spanned the six group discussions. These common areas are:

"* system and software reliability
"* requirements specification, testing, and verification
"* software engineering life cycle, processes, and methodologies
"* software reuse
"* distributed databases
"* fault tolerance
* software engineering education
e technology transition

For each common area, we present a brief summary of the essential issues and reiterate the main
recommendations presented In the previous six chapters.

8.1. System and Software Reliability
Several of the discussion groups identified Issues and recommendations related to system and soft-
ware reliability. The recommendations in this area addressed issues such as the lack of a general
theory of reliability or dependability, the difficulty of expressing reliability requirements and verifying
systems against those requirements, and the lack of adequate techniques for performing quantitative
reliability assessment. The key recommendations, presented In previous sections, are reiterated
below:

"* Construct methodologies and tools to support "design for testability" for software
reliability and performance. This would be at both the requirements analysis level and
the system design level.

"* Bootstrap current visualization techniques for software Instrumentation. Use this and
other Instrumentation to develop models of reliability and performance prediction and
validation. Instrumentation must be left in the delivered product to facilitate reliability and
performance measurement.

"* Using metrics developed above, provide a means of determining the tradeoffs between
performance and reliability and other quantifiable characteristics of a system such as
memory usage and power consumption.

"* Extend and develop theory that allows for the accurate assessment of mean time be-
tween failures.

8.2. Requirements Specification, Testing, and Verification

Several of the discussion groups identified issues and recommendations specific to the interrelated
areas of requirements specification, testing, and verification. The recommendations in these areas
addressed a broad range of issues, including deficiencies with functional approaches to requirements
generation, partitioning of requirements, traceability, the inadequacy of exhaustive testing for distri-
buted real-time systems, and the cost and complexity associated with testing and verifying distributed
systems. The key recommendations, presented in previous sections, are reiterated below:
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"* Develop formal languages for specifying requirements and techniques for verifying re-
quirements. This needs to go beyond simply verifying that the formal requirements are
consistent among themselves. It must begin to address the correctness of the require-
ments In stronger terms: do the requirements solve the user's problem?

"• Develop techniques and tools for generating requirements. In particular, approaches for
the specification of time and performance requirements are critical. Another critical
aspect of this problem are techniques that help In the the distribution of timing require-
ments over a distributed system.

"• Develop techniques to measure, test, and verify performance.
"* Develop techniques to incorporate time into object-oriented requirements and design.
"• Develop techniques that allow designs to be verified. This reduces to determining how

formality can be applied earlier in the life cycle (i.e., much oarlier than the code state-
ment level) and encompasses the development of formal design and specification lan-
guages.

"* Develop techniques and tools that make verification viable for large real systems.
"* Develop a theory for testing distributed systems.
"* Develop techniques that capture the "ilities" (reliability, enhanceability, security, etc.) In a

way that can be tested.
"* Develop requirements traceability methods throughout the life cycle of the system.
"* Perform research in the areas of predictability and validation with. the goal of developing

methods and tools In support of a systematic approach to predicting the correctness of a
space system prior to the system's deployment. Such methods and tools would be used
to validate the functional and performance correctness of the system and should be
applicable to all phases of system development, from requirements specification to cer-
tification.

"* Define a requirements specification system that would permit a quantitative assessment
of the estimated Impact a change request would have on the areas most difficult to
assess, such as system reliability, revalidation, and cost to Incorporate.

"* Perform research in the areas of simulation and test with the goals of defining a software
simulation and test environment that is accurate to the level of the target instruction set
architecture yet flexible enough to support testing.

"* Define standard simulation systems for complex distributed target architectures and de-
fine standard test management systems.

8.3. Software Engineering Life Cycle, Processes, and
Methodologies

Almost all of the discussion groups identified issues and recommendations related to the software life
cycle and software development processes and methodologies. The recommendations in these
areas addressed a broad range of issues, including the lack of suitable methodologies for designing
distr:buted real-time systems, insufficient automated support for the software management process,
and the need for alternative life-cycle models that support an evolutionary approach to system devel-
opment. The key recommendations, presented in previous sections, are reiterated below:

"* Develop a theory for dealing with the decomposition and recomposition of systems (a
theory of composability). Develop techniques and tools to study system integration.

"* Develop techniques for performing software tradeoff analysis across functionality, perfor-
mance, openness, and trustworthiness.
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* Investigate the applicability of object-oriented design approaches to distributed real-time
systems.

* Identify and test new models for the software development process.
* Evaluate the Impact of prototyping on the software life cycle.
* Define a standard set of software metrics. Then use these metrics to develop a set of

management tools.
* Integrate these management tools into software development environments.
* Develop techniques and principles to support construction of distributed, real-time sys-

tems.
* Investigate what Is needed in the area of software archeology, i.e., what is successful,

what is not, and why. There Is a wealth of data pertaining to this but the data are often
not comparable. When they are, they have not been correlated to extract useful infor-
mation.

* Develop better ways of estimating software costs and schedules for large-scale systems.
* Develop evaluation criteria to quantify the benefits of tools to assess the cost and bene-

fits of the tools.
* Prescribe a life-cycle model, methods, and tools to support the evolutionary development

of systems.
* Perform research in the area of connectivity with the goals of defining methods and tools

for transparently distributing applications across distributed processors.
* Establish the theoretical foundations that will allow for the construction of a compre-

hensive software engineering environment that supports the development and mainte-
nance of distributed real-time systems.

* Extend the theoretical foundation for project management.
* Encourage the creation of associated project management tools to support incremental

development of real-time systems.

8.4. Software Reuse

Several of the discussion groups identified Issues and recommendations related to reuse. The rec-
ommendations in this area addressed issues such as the types of components that can be reused
and disincentives to producing reusable components. The key recommendations, presented in previ-
ous sections, are reiterated below:

"* Collect feedback on actual reuse experiences to identify the real problem areas.
"* Develop techniques for identifying potentially reusable parts.
"* Develop a framework for integrating components. This framework can then be evolved

into a standard.
"* Clarify the software data rights problems. Provide incentives to industry to move toward

increased reuse.
"• Perform research in the area of reuse with the goals of defining what types of objects can

be reused (e.g., requirements specifications, certified flight code, validation test cases).
"* Define techniques for packaging reusable components (e.g., libraries).
"* Define schemes for acquiring knowledge of and locating reusable components.
"* Prescribe methods and tools for designing and developing systems with eventual reuse

in mind (e.g., domain analysis, specification and design methods).
"* Define methods and tools for capturing the rationale associated with the design and

implementation of system components.
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8.5. Distributed Databases
Several of the discussion groups Identified Issues and recommendations related to distributed data-
base technology. The recommendations In this area addressed issues such as the lack of effective
consistency, concurrency, and synchronization mechanisms for distributed real-time databases and
models for distributing data. The key recommendations, presented in previous sections, are
reiterated below:

"* Develop temporal databases.
"* Develop object-oriented databases.
"* Develop a theory of approximate query response.
"* Develop techniques that allow the integration of semantic information into database sys-

tems.
"* Orient the database research to address real-time performance issues as well as opera-

tional data integrity and fault tolerance.

8.6. Fault Tolerance
No workshop on parallel and distributed systems would be complete without some discussion of fault
tolerance. Several of the discussion groups talked about fault tolerance, and their recommendations
addressed Issues such as the trend toward autonomous failure detection and correction in many new
systems. The key recommendations, presented in previous sections, are reiterated below:

"* Perform research in the area of autonomous systems with the goal of defining software
and hardware architectures that permit increasing levels of functional fault tolerance
through software and hardware fault tolerance.

"* Define strategies and techniques for managing the use of redundant computing
resources In the event of failures.

"* Place an emphasis on establishing classes of faults where specialized knowledge can be
employed to increase reliability and detect and circumvent faults (e.g., in the area of
timing faults, scheduling theory may offer analytically based strategies for fault detection
and correction).

8.7. Software Engineering Education
Although this topic was not heavily discussed, several of the discussion groups Identified issues and
recommendations related to software engineering education. The recommendations in this area ad-
dressed issues such as the need for domain-specific education and for graduating computer scien-
tists with a well-rounded education. The key recommendations, presented in previous sections, are
reiterated below:

* Develop a curriculum that educates computer engineers within the context of ultra-
reliable underwater vehicles, so that they will understand that computational systems are
"a means to an end, not just an end in themselves."

"* Develop a curriculum that educates computer engineers in the skills of oral and written
communication.

"* Educate practitioners in basic software engineering methods.
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8.8. Technology Transition
All of the discussion groups identified Issues and recommendations related to technology transition.
The recommendations in this area addressed issues such as the time lag between idea formulation
and operational use of technology in systems, vehicles for better disseminating technology and infor-
mation bi-directionally between industry and academia, and more effective use of the nation's re-
search resources. The key recommendations, presented In previous sections, reiterated below:

" Develop a software analog to the very large-scale integration (VLSI) research process
that moves the technology into standard practice In the 1 0-year time frame the way the
very high-speed integrated circuits (VHSIC) program does. The VHSIC program pro-
duced a great deal of good research, but the transition suffered because of the lack of an
application to demonstrate the technology. Therefore, an abstraction of an application is
required to prov - a framework In which to present the technology.

"* Develop Infrastructure mechanisms to share information locally and nationally. This
could be accomplished with a national data repository that could be developed using
existing infrastructures. The national data repository should be viewed as a national
asset and probably be protected as such.

"* Set up reward structures that encourage industry to "pull" in new technology and the
academic community to "push" their results. An in-house individual should be respon-
sible for pulling technology Into the company.

* Encourage academic researchers to publish their results In applicable trade journals as
well as professional joumals.

* Reward academic researchers for multidimensional research and discourage unidimen-
slonal research.

* Establish working partnerships between industry and academia early enough to capi-
talize on new and current research:

"* Use the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) and the Aerospace Industries Associ-
ation (AIA) as a catalyst for establishing partnerships.

"* Tie the partnership to a specific technical domain rather than to a specific system
or project.

"* Involve multiple participants In the partnerships, not just a single industry-
academic pair.

"* Use the SEI to aid in identifying and disseminating appropriate technology. Ensure that
there is a feedback loop between industry and academia.

"• Develop a cooperative interface between government, industry, and academia, one that
allows academia to receive Input from industry and industry to more readily access and
apply the results from academia.

"• Define mechanisms for matching suppliers of research and technology with potential
users of such research and technology at both the national and corporate levels.

"* Define mechanisms to widely disseminate positive applications of advanced technologies
as well as the lessons learned from attempting to do so.

"* Define mechanisms for rapidly disseminating knowledge of technological and research
advances.

"* Identify and use, as a foundation, research that already exists. For instance, capitalize
on the emerging theory of scheduling to derive subsystem-level design.

"* Transition the rate monotonic scheduling theory, a well-established and growing boay of
theory that provides an analytical framework for managing time in real-time systems.
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This theory is being developed at the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) and Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU).
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9. Conclusion
This AIA/SEI workshop was unique In Its purpose and its execution. This was the first time the AIA
ano SEI have combined their resources to conduct a workshop, and the workshop succeeded in
defining recommendations for the research community. It Is anticipated that these recommendations
will be given serious consideration by the government agencies that sponsor this type of research.
Many of the participants in the workshop were representatives from such agencies.

In addition to providing normal distribution for this report, the SEI is providing an extended distribution
that Is Intended to reach persons who support or conduct software research. It Is hoped that the
constructive recommendations resulting from this workshop will be of significant benefit to the effec-
tiveness of the nation's software research efforts in helping to achieve successful software-critical
systems In the 1990s.
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